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Abstract
Applications
The emergenceof applications with greater processing and speeduprequirements, such as Grand Challenge
(GCA), involves new computing and vo needs.Many ofthese applications require accessto huge data repositories and other
this sense,parallel
I/O sources,making the I/o pháse a bottleneck in the computing systems,due to its poor performance.In
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1.. Introduction
Nowadays, there is a growing interest in the development of high-perfornance VO systems,becausethe
VO phasehas becomea bottleneckin the computing
systems due to its poor performance. In fact, one of
the major goals of high-performance computing is to
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provide an efrficientaccessto data, making parallel VO
one of the most relevantissuesin this field.
Currently, there are different parallel file systems,
such as Galley [25], Parallel File System (PFS) t9l
and PortableParallelFile System(PPFS)[16]' which
offer high-performance services to accessresources.
Many of these systemshave been widely developed
for parallel machines and are not suitable for clusters
of workstations.Nevertheless,there is an increasing
trend in parallel computing towards the usage of
clusters,mainly becauseof their pricesand their ease
of integration. In this sense,the Parallel Vrtual File
System (PVFS) [3] is used in dedicatedclusters of
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workstations. On the other hand, parallel file system
optimizations provide improved VO operations. The
usage of hints related to different aspects of data
distribution and accesspatternsallows parallel file systems to increasethe performance of these operations.
Processessuch as caching or prefetching are useful
approachesusedin addition with theselast ones128,21.
The agent technology [0,15] is a suitable framework
for integrating these functions in the storage system,
becauseof its adaptability to different domains and its
capability to achieveprocessautonomy.
This paperpresentsMAPFS, a multiagent architecture, whose goal is to allow applicationsto accessdata
in a cluster of workstations in an efficient and flexible fashion, providing formalisms for modifying the
topology of the storage system, specifying different
data accesspatternsand selecting additional functionalities.The outline of this paperis as follows. Section2
describesthe problems of data-intensiveapplications,
which we need to addressby means of a flexible VO
architecture. Section 3 presentsMAPFS as a suitable
infrastructure for this kind of applications in a cluster
environment.This section describesMAPFS architecture, showing the different modulesin which the system
is divided into. Additionally, it showsthe formalism of
storage groups, which is used for the dynamic managementof servers.Finally, in this section the way in
which MAPFS allows applications to define different
accesspatterns is also described.Section 4 shows the
resultsobtainedfor the evaluationofapplications using
MAPFS. With this aim, we have evaluatedthe different featuresof MAPFS. Furthermore,a comparisonbetween MAPFS and PVFS, another parallel file system
for clusters,is analyzed.Finally, Section5 summarizes
our conclusionsand suggestsfurther future work.

2. Problem statement and related work
2.1. Data-intensive applications and their I/O
needs
The emergence of applications with greater VO
access requirements, also known as data-intensive
applications or VO-intensive applications, demands
new VO solutions. Examples of data-intensiveand
GrandChallengeapplications[ 12] includedatamining
systems,data warehousing[7], high energy physics
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applications [34], and satellite data processing[1].
These applications may require accessto data sources
distributed among different nodes. Moreove¡ typical
data-intensiveapplicationsrequire accessto terabyte
size datasets,which must be processedin an effrcient way, in order to increasethe performanceof the
applicationsexecutedon the cluster.Furthermore,dataintensive applications are very different dependingon
the kind of functional requirementsand accesspatterns. It is critical for VO system to be flexible enough
to match thesedemands.The usageof hints, caching
and prefetchingpolicies or different data distribution
configurationsare optional features,which can reduce
latency and increaseVO operationsperformance.
Respectto the underlying architecture,clusters are
characterizedto be modified dynamically. Operations
such as addition of new nodes or elimination of existing nodes are typical in a cluster environmentor
in distributedsystems,in general.In fact, it is desirable that the servicesin a cluster allow complex software systemsto be built in a "plug-and-play"fashion.
Therefore, we need a tool or formalism for the dynamicreconfigurationofthe storagenodes.This paper
describesa parallel VO architecturefor increasingthe
performanceof data-intensiveapplicationsin a flexible
way, providing formalisms for modifying the topology
ofthe storagesystemandselectingadditionalfunctionalities.
2.2. Relatedwork
Although VO systemshavetraditionallytackledthe
I/O phase in the same way, independentof the applicationsdomainand their accesspatterns,somestudies
[22,26,'ll have demonstratedthat a higher control of
the user applications over the VO system can increase
their performance.Some of the featuresfor increasing
the control of the applications are the usageof access
patterns,VO caching and prefetching or the usageof
hints.
The performance of VO accessesdepends on two
relatedaspects:datalayout in the files, which is named
storage pattern, and the distribution of data through
different nodes, that is, accesspattern. In those cases
in which thesetwo different patternsare not equal, the
sinceevery
effrciencyofVO accesses
canbe decreased,
nodemust accessin an independentway to data,resulting in a greatnumberof small VO accesses.
Therefore,
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a suitabledataplacementis extremely important in the
increase of the performance of VO operations. Most
file systemsprovide transparencyto user applications,
hiding details about the data distribution or data layout. Some file system such as nCUBE [6] or Vesta [5]
provide programmer a higher control over the layout.
Panda [33,4] hides physical details of the VO systems to the applications,defining transparentschemas
known asPanda schemas.PPFSdefinesa set ofaccess
patternswhen a parallel file is opened[8]. Madhyastha
andReed[21] useHMM (HiüenMarkov Models),and
neural networks for classifying accesspattern within a
file. MPI-IO usesMPI datatypesfo describedata layout both in memory and in file, in such a way that it is
possibleto specify non-contiguousaccess136,371.
On the other hand, if the behavior of an algorithm
is known, VO requirementscould be achieved in advancebefore the algorithm actually needsthe data. An
optimal usageof computationalresources,like UO operations or disk caches is also a key factor for highperformance algorithms. With the usage of data accessknowledgeboth accurateprefetching and resource
managementcould be achieved. For using these features, it is necessaryto have a cache structure, where
the VO data items are stored in memory. The effectivenessof the cache is determined largely by the replacementpolicy. A typical cache replacementpolicy
is Least Recently Used (LR.U).This policy assumesthat
data items usedrecently are likely to be usedagain and
therefore, on every releasemoves the item to the tail
of the free list. The item at the front of the list is the
oldest inactiveitem and the first candidateto leavesuch
list. Other alternativeswidely used are the FIFO policy, which replaces the oldest item and MRU policy,
which replaces the most recently used item. Historical information is often used for both file caching and
prefetching.In fact, the LRU policy is this kind of system, where the history consists of the recent accesses
to the data. In the case of prefetching, the most used
approachis sequentialreadahead.All thesepolicies are
usedin conventionalsystems.Nevertheless,thesepolicies are not suitablefor all the different accesspatterns
of applications. A more general schemeresorts to using hints about applications with the aim of increasing
ofthe cachingand prefetchingphases,sincehints provide information used to decreasethe cachefaults and
prefetch the most probable used data in the next executions. In other words, the more information hasbeen

obtained, the less uncertainty in predicting future accessesand, therefore, better prefetching and caching
results.
Finally, hints are widely usedfor increasingthe system performance in general in computing systems.In
1983, Lampson described its usage in operating systems such as Alto or Pilot, networks such as Arpanet
or Ethernetand in languagessuchas Smalltalk [20]. In
the context of the parallel file systems,hints are structures known and built by the VO system, which are
used for improving the read and write routines performance.Hints are usually usedas historical information
for optimizing cachingand prefetching techniques.For
example,hints can be usedin the prefetching phasefor
deciding how many blocks are read in advance.OSF/I
system prefetchs up to 64 data blocks when large sequential requestsare detected [271. Other works detect more complex accesspatterns for non-sequential
prefetching[19].In fact,hintsallow VO systemsto take
a more active role, since with the usageof this information, they can be reconfiguratedin order to increase
the performance of applications. There exists a great
number of works which infer future accessesbasedon
past accesses[8,35,13]. In [9], historical information is used in order to predict the VO workload and,
thus, enhancethe prefetching stage. In [28] two different kinds of hints are defined, disclosing hints and
advising hints.The first kind of hints describethe necessaryknowledgeaboutthe behaviorofthe application.
Advising hints give recommendationsabout resources
management.Hints can also be specifiedby meansof
the MPI-IO interface[37]. MPI-Info structuresare
usedfor specifyingpairs ( key , value ) , which provide additional information about VO operations.There
is a set of reservedkeys, related to the accesspatterns
or data layout over UO devices.

3. Proposed approach
The previous section statesthe need of defining a
flexible framework for tackling the VO problems of
data-intensiveapplications.
MAPFS [30] is a multiagentarchitecture,which provides flexibility in differentaspects:
. System topology configuration:Ability to change
system topology, setting the VO nodes and their
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relationships. This feature is achieved through the
usage of storage groups, which are described in
Section3.2.
¡ Access pattern specification:Alrhough MAPFS is a
general purposeVO system,it can be configured in
order to adapt to different VO accesspatterns [32].
. There are different reasonsto allow some functionalities (such as caching or prefetching) to run in parallel on different nodesand even on the dataservers.
Moving executionsto data serversmay reduce network latency and traffic. Becauseof its properties,
such as autonomy, proactivity and reactivity, the
agent technology is useful in rhis case. MAPFS is
composed of a multiagent subsystem,which is responsiblefor performing severalindependenttasks.
These features allow MAPFS to enhancethe three
main levels of an integratedVO system:
(1) Server-side,through the definition of the storage
groups formalism.
(2) Client-side, through the implementarion of different functionalities, made by a multiagent subsystem.
(3) Applications, which may configure MAPFS
through the usageofcontrol user structuresin order to provide hints that increasethe VO operations
performance.

. Extractor agents:They are responsiblefor information retrieval, invoking parallel VO operations.
r Distributor agents:They distribute the workload to
extractoragents.Theseagentsareplacedat the highest level ofthe agentshierarchy.
¡ Caching and prefetching agents: They are associated with one or more extractor agents,caching or
prefetching their data.
r Hints agents:They must study applications access
patternsto build hints improving data access.
r Fault toleranceagents:They must provide dataavailability. In order to achieve this goal, these agents
must use duplicate data.
Fig. I representsthe relation among these agents.
The taxonomy ofagents can be extendedto provide additionalfunctionalities.The mostusualconfigurationis
to run thesesubsystemson data servers,helping to reduce network traffic. In this case,a major requirement
is to install a technology that supportsdistributed execution of agents.MAPFS provides this optional functionality.
It is possibleto distinguishtwo differentaspectsof
the MAPFS architecture:

3.L MAPFS architecture

( I ) Aspectsrelatedto the intrinsic fearuresof a parallel
file system.
(2) Aspectsrelatedto datadistributionand processing
ofthesedata.The usageofagentsis suitablein this
field.

MAPFS is basedon a client-serverarchitecturethat
uses general-purposeservers. In the first prototype,
NFS serversareused[ 11]. NFS [23,24]has beenported
to different operating systemsand machine platforms
and it is widely usedby many serversworldwide. Data
is distributedthrough the serversbelonging to a storage
group, using a stripe unit.
On theclient-side,it is necessary
to installa MAPFS
client, which provides a parallel VO interface to the
servers.
Additional multiagent subsystems,providing several functionalities, are executed on different nodes.
Every storagegroup is associatedto a multiagent subsystem.Thesemultiagent subsystemsusean agenthierarchy, which solves the information retrieval problem
in a transparentand efficient way. The taxonomy of
agentsused in MAPFS is composedof:

These two aspects are mapped into the MAPFS
architecture through two subsystems:file subsystem,
calledMAPFS-FS and a multiagentsubsystem,called
MAPFSI\,IAS [31]. The first one is responsiblefor the
modeling of the file and the final UO operarions.The
secondone contains the hierarchy ofagents, represented in Fig. L There exists a multiagent for each storage
group (seeSection3.2). Both subsystemsare usedtogetherin order to acquire data in an efficient and transparentmanner.Fig.2representsthesetwo subsystems.
From an architectonic point of view, MAPFS is
divided in severalmodules,which have different tasks.
MAPFS has to provide both an user interface and
connectioncapacity through a network in a distributed
system. These tasks are responsible for two different
modules in the architecture,the user interface and the
communication manager, respectively. Besides, the
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Fig. 1. Tiuonomyof agentsusedin MAPFS.
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file systemmust usea redundancyschemethat providesfault toleranceto thewholesystem.This feature,
whichis established
at file level,is implemented
by the
This
manager
tolerance
manager.
communicates
fault
with an agency,r The agency provides autonomy
to the systemin order to achievethe fault tolerance
feature.Finall¡ MAPFSmanages
thedifferentcaches
isthe cache
of thefile system.Themoduleresponsible
wmager. This managercommunicateswith both a
cachestructureandthe multiagentsystem.In orderto
assemble
all thefile systemfunctionalityandbuild the
file model,thefile flurnageris used,whichconstitutes
thecentralcoreof thefile system.
depicted,where
. InFig.3 theMAPFSarchitectureis
thecomponentmodulesareshown.
Theuserinterfaceis a modulethatprovidesaccess
to the MAPFS functionality.The main objectiveof
theuserinterfaceis to isolatetheapplicationsthatuse
MAPFS from the MAPFS implementation.The communication manageris used for managingthe communicationbetweenthe MAPFS systemand the file
storageserver.The communicationmanagerhasthree
goals:
(1) Transferinformationandmeta-information
in the
MAPFSsystem.

MAPFS_MAS:Multiagent Subsystem

--'
Fig. 2. MAPFS subsystems.

An agencyis a softwa¡econtainerwhereseveralagentsdevelop
their work.
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Fie. 3. MAPFS structure,

(2) Manage the communication between the cache
managerand the file storageserver in order to update the cache.
(3) Distribute agentsin the MAPFS system.
For this reason, the communication manager is
linked to the file manager,the cache managerand the
multiagent system.
The fault tolerancemanagerprovidesfault tolerance
to the file system. The goal of this module is to guarantee the data availability. For managing this feature,
fault tolerance agents from the multiagent system are
used. Becauseof that, the fault tolerancemanagerhas
a connectionlink with the multiagentsystem.The fault
tolerancemanagermust also communicatewith the file
manager,becausethe fault tolerance characteristic is
implemented on a per-file basis.
Furthermore, MAPFS takes advantageof the temporal and spatial locality of data stored in the servers.
Using a cachein the systemimproves its performance,
but it causesan importantcoherenceproblem.Again,
there are a setof agentsthat managethis feature.These
agents are named cache agents.They are responsible
for using a cache coherenceprotocol and control data
transfer between the storase devices.The cache man-

ager is linked to the file manager,the communication
managerand the multiagent system.
Finally, the file manager is responsible for the
modeling of the file and, therefore, contains the
implementationof the MAPFS interface.This module
communicateswith all other modules in order to
provideaccessto the main functionalities.
3.2. Storagegroups
The concept of grouping is fundamental in every
aspectof life. Edwin P. Hubble, who is consideredthe
founderof observationalcosmology,saidin the thirties
that the bestplace for searchingfor a galaxy is the next
to anotherone,describingtheconceptofgalaxy grouping. As in real life, computersciencehas a significant
numberofgroupings,e.g.processgroupor usergroup.
A storage group is defined in MAPFS as a set of
serversclusteredas groups.Thesegroups take the role
of data repositoriesand can be built by applying several policies to optimize the accessesto all the storage
groups.Somesignificantpoliciesare:
o Grouping by server proximity: Storage groups are
built basedon the physical distributionof the data
servers.Storagegroups are composedof serversin
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close proximity to eachother.This policy optimrzes
the queriesaddressedto a storagegroup becauseof
the similar latency of messagessent to servers.
o Grouping by server similarity: Storage groups are
composedof serverswith similar processingcapacity. This policy classifiesstoragegroups in different
categories,depending on their computational and
VO power.
The main advantagesof storagegroups are:
(l) Logical abstraction of the concept of storage
server:As a partition is a logical abstractionof the
physical disk, the storage group is also a logical
abstractionofthe storageserverconcept.
(2) Dynamic management of servers: As we mentioned previously,the usageof storagegroups provides dynamic managementof serversthrough the
MAPFS interface (seeFig. 4).
(3) Efficiency of the storageoperations:The policies
used in the systemprovide a way of increasingthe
global efficiency of the system.
(4) Load balancing:It is possibleto usea concretestoragegroup in order to optimize systemload balancing, according to the load of the remaining storage
groups.

(5) Transparentmigration: In addition to the MAPFS
interface, the system can change the distribution
of storage groups in a transparent way in order
to optimize different aspectsrelated to the system
performance,
The systemtopology can be changeddynamically.
In this case, data must be reconstructed,becausethe
system must map files stored in the serversof the previous topology to the new configuration. Data reconstruction degradesthe performanceof the VO system.
In order to avoid data reconstruction,MAPFS defines two types of storagegroups, main storagegroups
and secondarygroups, which form a lattice structure
between them. Secondarygroups are used for storing
new data, avoiding the migration of the files data. In
fact, this approachpostponesdata reconstructionuntil
the systemruns a de-fragmentationoperation,which is
usedfor deletingsecondarygroupsand simplifying the
storagesystem description.
3.3. Accesspattern specification
Therearea hugenumberof applicationsusing parallel file systems.Theseapplicationshave very different
requirementsand data accesspatterns,Therefore, it is

Fig.4. MAPFS interfaceshowingthe systemtopology
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desirable that the underlying file system allows these
applications to provide information about the layout
of the data used by them. This information is given
as hints, which are used for improving read and write
operationsperformance.For example,storagesystems
using hints may provide greater performance because
they use this information to decreasecache faults and
to prefetch the data most likely to be used in later executions.
MAPFS useshints to accessdata. Thev can be obtained in two ways:
( l ) Given by the user,that is, the user application provides to UO system the necessaryspecifications.
(2) Built by the multiagent subsystem.If this option is
selected,the multiagent system must analyze the
accesspattern of the applications in order to build
hints, improving dataaccess.
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Fig. 5. Storagesystem API.

(3) To make the system flexible, the Hints Setting
Module may be accesseddirectly through the Hints
Setting API. The multiagent systemmay build and
modify hints through this interface.
The MAPFS VO API has been describedin [30].
Hint setting operationsare the following ones:

If hints are provided by the user application, it is
necessaryfor the system to provide syntactic rules for
setting the systemparameters,which configure the UO
system.On the other hand, if the multiagent subsystem
createsthe hints, it is also necessaryto store them in a
predefinedway. In any case,lexical and syntacticrules
must be introduced in the system.
The system is configured through several operations, which are independentof the VO operations,although these last ones use the former operations.The
configuration operationsare divided into:

M apfsJI int s * mapH int sN ew( int bI ockjd enl) : This
operation createsa new hint structurefor the block
with identifler block-ident.
void mapH intsFree(M apfsJI int s * hint): Thi s operation releasesa hint structure.
int mapH intsSet(M apfsJI ints *hint, int code-field,
voü * value): This operation modifies a field of the
hint structure with a value. The operation returns 0
if successfuland -1 otherwise.
xhint, int
void * mapHintsGet(MapfsJlinn
code$eW): This operation returns the value of a
concretefield of the hint structure.If the field is not
defined, mapHintsGetQ returns NULL.

Hints Setting Operations: Operationsfor establishing the hints of the system. Therefore, they can set
and get the valuesof the different fields of the hints.
Control User Operations: Higher level operations
that can be used directly by the user applicationsto
managesystem performance.

Hints in MAPFS are built basedon the concept of
attribute. An attribute can take different values. which
provides useful information for the VO operations.The
control user operationshave a similar structure:

Fig. 5 showsthe three subsetsof the StorageSystem
API. As can be seenin the figure, there are three ways
of accessinsthe Hints SettinsModule:
( l ) VO operationsmay ask for hints values and even
modify them.
(2) Control useroperationsmay modify the hints. This
is the normal way for the user applications to interact with hints.

M apfs-Ctrl User * mapCt IU serN ew(M apfs-TupIes
*tupl): This operation createsa new Control User
structurefor a set oftuples representedby tupl.
void mapCtrlU ser Free(M apfs-Ctr I User xctrl User ) :
This operation releasesa Control User structure.
int mapCtrIU serSet(M apfs-C t r I User * ct r I Uset int
codejeld, void *expr): This operation modifies a
field of the Control User structure with an expression. The operationreturns0 if successfuland -l
otherwise.
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void * mapCtrlU serG et(M apfs-C tr I User * ctrl Uset
int code$eld): This operation returns the value of
a concrete field of the Control User structure. If
the field is not defined, mapCtrlUserGet) returns
NULL.

¡ If the row is larger than the cache, it is better to
prefetch a window of K values, which conesponds
to the K following elementswith respectto the considered element, but in a circular way (mod N). K
may dependon different factors, such as cachesize,
system load or even it may be dynamic.

Control User operationsare higher level operation
using expressionsinstead of simple attributes, which
are translated to hints by the MAPFS system. These
expressionsare formed by boolean operationsapplied
to attributes.An example is shown in Section 4.1.

"row prefetching",
In this case,it is possible to use
with circular window K (mod N), a cycle of P repetitions per row, sequential advance of the rows and
without cycle of repetition per matrix. That is:
read(A[i,7]) =4
If it is not the last cycle (number of accessesA[i, j] <
P):

4. Performance analysis
4.1. MAPFS evaluation

o Prektching
K)VoN)

In order to validate our implementation, it is necessary to evaluateits performance.Experimentswere run
on a cluster of four Athlon 650 MHz nodes,each with
256MB of RAM memory, attachedto a Gigabit Ethernet network. Thls cluster constitutesour trial storage
group.
Our experimentconsistsof four processesrunning a
multiplication of two matrices, where the matrices are
stored in the cluster,using MAPFS as underlying platform. The resultantmatrix is also storedin a distributed
fashion.
Assume a matrix multiplication of two matrices:
A[M, Nl r, B[N, P):

(i=0;

AÍi, j + ll

to

Ali, (i +

If it is the last cycle (--P) ==+ (advanceto the following row):
. Prefetching of the K following elements,both
from the current row,
if thereare enoughelements,and the first ones
from the row "j * 1",
ifitis necessaryand i < M.
Therefore, the control user structures provided by
the applicationsare the configuration parametersof the
prefetching process.Theseare:

CÍM, Pl

The rows of the matrices A and B are stored in row
order in two different files.
With a traditional product algorithm:
f or

from

o Type: It may be per row or per column.
o Window type: It may be circular or not.
o Window size: Number of elementsto read in everv
cycle of prefetching.

i<M; j.++)
for (j=0; jcP; j++)
for (k=0; k<N; k++)

c t i l t j I + = At i l t k l * B t k l t j I ;

We assumethat a row may be larger than the cache
(we are considering large size matrices). It is not suitable to prefetch the complete row associatedto a concrete element because:
¡ Every time a row is finished (that is, the index "i"
is changed,after using the row P times), it is appropriate to prefetch elementsof row "i+ 1".

Cycle per row or per column: It specifies if there
exists cycle per row or per column or not. This last
caseis indicated with a value 0.
Cycle per matrix: It specifiesif thereexists cycle per
matrix or not. This last caseis indicated with a value

0.
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The control user structure provided by the application follows this expression:
Type=Roh¡ AND l¡üindow-T14ge=
AND Vüindow-Size=K
Circular
AND Cycle-Per-Row=P AND
Cycl e-Per-lvtatrix= 0
Therefore,the sequenceof configuration operations
made by the application is:

This control user structure is translatedto hints by
the multiagent subsystem.Hints are used as data tags
for processing the elements in an efficient manner,
prefetching data provided by the correspondingrule.
This experiment was compared to another one, which
consistsof multiplying the samematricesstoredon the
local disk throughthe usageof a traditionalVO system.
The sizeof the matriceswas 100M8. Fig. 6 showsthe
executiontimes of both applications.
Fig. 7 shows the speedupof the MAPFS solution
versuslocal solution, varying the accesssize used in

*mapCtrlUser = mapCtrlUserNew (data) ;
(1) Mapfs-Ctrluser
''Type=row AND Window-Type=Circu1ar
(2) mapCtrlUserSet (mapCtrlUser, position,
AND Window-Size=K AND Cvcle-Per-Row=P AND Cvcle-Per-Matrix=0"
)

{TF¡
i llíla,
-""-***--"***'+****'

_..É
4rs"-

the UO operations.As can be seen,the speedupis very
closeto 4, the numberof nodes,which is the maximum
speedup,limited by the'Amdahl's law".
4.2, Comparison with PVFS

o
o
o
o

The best way of evaluating MAPFS is to compare
the performanceof an applicationusing this parallel file
systemand anotherone.PVFS [3,14] hasbeenchosen
due to the followins reasons:

E
i:

2K
4K
Access size (bytes)
Fig. 6. Comparison of MAPFS and local application.

( l ) It is a parallelfile systemdevelopedfor Linux clusters.
(2) It provides high bandwidth for concurent
read/write operations from multiple processesor
threadsto a parallel file.
3600

4.5

úArrt:
iln¡o ¡:rvFsi iitlio --***

3500
3400
o
'E

3300

t.t

(I)

.E 3200

\"."'

F

3000
4K
2K
Accesssize(bytes)
Fig. 7. Speedupof the MAPFS solution on a cluster of four nodes
vs. Local solution.

2900
1K

"i1"""^"'**:'*-*-..
4K

8K

Accesssize(bytes)
Fig. 8. Execution time of multiplication of two matrices with
MAPFS and PVFS.
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(3) It is robustand scalable.
(4) It gives support for multiple APIs, including a native PVFS API, the UNDIPOSX API and MPIIO API. We have usedthe first one for implementing the application.

formance of Vo-intensive parallel applications, in: Proceedings
of the Fourth ACM Workshop on VO in Parallel and Distributed
Systems,May 1996.
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Again, we have comparedthe multiplication of two
matrices distributed among different nodes both in
MAPFS and PVFS. Fig. 8 shows the execution time
of the application using both parallel file systems.As
can be seenin the figure, the difference is significant,
although it decreasesas the accesssize is increased.
It is important to emphasize the fact that PVFS is a
high-performanceparallel file system.
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5. Conclusions and future work

I

In this work we havepresentedMAPFS, a new multiagent architecturefor high performance VO in clusters.MAPFS provides the following properties:(i) system topology configuration; (ii) accesspatternsspecificationsby applications,and (iii) usageof a multiagent
subsystemto supportspecificfunctionalities,such as
caching and prefetching.
MAPFS has been compared to both a local solution and PVFS, a high performanceparallel file system
developedfor Linux clusters,concluding that MAPFS
provides a speedup very close to the maximum, improving upon the results of PVFS.
For future work, it would be interesting to evaluate the performance of the system with the usage of
severalstoragegroups and other different applications.
Furthermore,the growing proliferation of data grids in
heterogeneousand geographicallydistributedenvironmentsprovides a new framework in which MAPFS can
offer the parallel VO features described in this paper.
In this sense,[29] constitutesa proposal for the usage
of MAPFS in datagrids. Nevertheless,thereare a great
number of open researchissuesand work for finalizing
this solution. One such issue is the adaptationof the
concept of storagegroup to a grid environment.
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